Introduction
For the theoretical investigation of photoelectron (PE) spectra of 3d transition metal compounds the validity of Koopmans' theorem (1) can not be assumed [1] . Large electronic rearrangements in the case of ionization processes of strongly localized metal 3d electrons often cause changes between the MO sequence predicted in the electronic ground state (N electron system) and the ordering of the ionization energies [2, 3] . ^ 
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P12 in (3) is the convenient permutational operator. On the level of the HF approximation there are two procedures beyond Koopmans' theorem taking into account the relaxation contribution of the whole electronic rearrangement (relaxation and correlation): the ZlSCF procedure [4] and the "transition operator (TO) method" [5, 6] .
In the zlSCF framework separate HF SCF calculations have to be performed for each cationic holestate and 7^C F is defined in (4) .
J^SCF = Ej (N -1)HF -E(N)HF.
An alternative to the zJSCF procedure is the TO algorithm using fractional occupation numbers in the HF scheme [7] . Formally the TO method is an operator (Fock-operator) analog to Slater's transition state model [8] developed in the X a framework. The basis equations of the TO approach are defined in (5)- (8) . 
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Fj°i(l) = ej°i(i),
7 to = _ £ TO. (8) Fj° is the transition Fock operator for the /'th spin orbital, F(N) is the ordinary Fockian for the N electron system, hi represents the one-electron contribution to Fj° and <i || i) is the Hartree-Fock Coulomb-exchange operator for the i'th orbital. Equation (5) clearly indicates that Fj° corresponds to a hypothetical transition state for the j'th ionization process as the occupation number of the j'th orbital is between the occupation numbers of the electronic ground state (nj -1) and the cationic hole-state [nj = 0). The associated orbital energy, EJ° , is related to the FTH vertical ionization potential (Eq. (8)) by means of a Koopmans' analog equation.
In the case of molecules without transition metal center, the approximate identity (9) has been verified, the ZlSCF and the TO formalism guide to almost identical ionization energies [5, 6, 9] . molecules without 3d center:
In contrast to (9) recent INDO investigations [10] on transition metal compounds have shown the unequality (10) which means that calculated ionization potentials based on the TO approach are smaller than the corresponding ZlSCF values. This unequality 3d complexes: /£<? < (10) has been demonstrated in bis(^-allyl)nickel [11] , in iron tetracarbonyl carbene complexes [12] , in bisdiene iron monocarbonyl derivatives [13] , in binuclear iron metallocenes [14] as well as in various transition metal tricarbonyl complexes containing Cr, Mn or Fe as 3d center [15, 16] . The calculated deviations between 7™ and are large if the MO's are strongly localized at the transition metal center, with reduced 3d amplitudes in the orbital wave function the identity (9) The relation between and 7™ has been studied in large detail by Born, Kurtz and öhrn [9] by means of finite order perturbation theory. The equations of [9] are used as theoretical framework for this investigation. Thematically related work to the finite order perturbational approach [9] has been done by Pickup 
Basis Equations
Born, Kurz and öhrn [9] have derived an expression for Iff CF that is valid up to third order in perturbation starting from the definition (11) for the ?'th vertical ionization potential. 
Fj(N -1) thus can be decomposed into the Fockian of the unperturbed reference system F (N) and into two perturbational operators F P \ and F P2 . Making use of Rayleigh-Schrödinger
Jfpi=-<i||i>, 
Remembering the descent of the various increments of (19) from the wellknown Goldstone graphs [18] of diagrammatic perturbation theory [19, 20] (19)
can be simplified furthermore. In Fig. 1 we have collected the Goldstone diagrams of a full many body ansatz together with the relaxational contributions contained in the diagrams; the nomenclature corresponds to [19] . The relaxational increments are obtained from the diagonal elements of the many body diagrams (index j) due to separation of definite hole-lines. 
In the first sum of (20) those contributions are predominant where the particle-indices a and b are equivalent while i = I result in the most important contributions of the second sum. 
It is clear seen that the second order contribution to the approximate expression has a lowering effect in comparison to -Ej while the third order increment guides to a renormalization of the second order correction, a result that is in line with an effective approximation to the self-energy part within Green's function calculations in transition metal compounds [21] [22] [23] .
To derive an expression for by means of finite order perturbation theory [9] It is seen that the last expression in (25) and (26) Table 1 .
yiNDO contains all one-center exchange integrals and is defined in [24] . The c^'s are the LCAO coefficients connecting the //'th atomic orbital with the i'th molecular orbital.
Discussion
On the basis of (31) and (32) it is now easy to compare ionization potentials derived in the ZlSCF framework and TO eigenvalues. The numeric values of the two summations are influenced by two factors, the magnitude of the two-electron integrals Vijki and by the energy denominators. Equation Aj is enlarged due to the latter summation in the case of 3d complexes with large 3d occupation numbers where the i summation and the occupied subspace of the p set are leading to large positive Aj increments. Hence more pronounced differences between and 7™ must be expected in transition metal compounds with 3d centers located in the right of the periodic system (e.g. Co, Ni, Cu). A schematical representation of the three Aj determining factors (values of the two-electron integrals, magnitude and sign of the threefold and twofold summation as function of the 3d occupation) is given in Figure 3 .
The INDO results collected in Table 1 demonstrate the validity of the foregoing deduction. In the Cr complex 7 the smallest deviations between both relaxational methods (JSCF and TO) are encountered. With increasing atomic numbers enlarged differences between 7^C F and 7™ are calculated.
In the case of molecules not containing a transition metal center Aj differs only slightly from zero leading to the equality (9). On one side this can be traced back to the smaller two-electron integrals in (35). On the other side also the energy denominator influence is reduced as in most molecules there is no chance for the 2 2 accumu ' a tion due to i v (nearly) degenerate orbitals with large interaction integrals. This condition is only observed in transition metal complexes with a large number of closely spaced localized orbitals.
Conclusions
The origin of the unequality between theoretically determined vertical ionization potentials on the basis of ZlSCF calculations and the "transition operator (TO)" formalism in 3d complexes has been analyzed. Starting point of this analysis are elements that have been obtained by finite order perturbation theory. In third order of perturbation differences between zlSCF and TO have been derived. In the case of relatively small electronelectron interaction integrals and in the absence of closely spaced molecular hole-states the various contributions leading to Aj nearly compensate each other. With enlarged two-electron integrals and 3d occupations the compensation becomes less efficient leading to the unequality (10).
The differences between both procedures are due to the perturbational operator 7 
